“

Bite Size Learning
sessions are fast paced,
high impact and
incredibly valuable
short skills development
experiences.

BITE SIZE LEARNING

”

Questioning and
Listening Skills
Great communication
starts with the ability to
question, actively listen
and summarise
understanding. We
explore a range of
approaches to questioning
and experience active
listening.

Your own in-house Bite Size
Learning events
Taking people out from their busy work
schedules can be challenging. Our new range
of bite size learning events allow short, high
impact learning specific to your needs.
Breakfast, lunchtime or end of day, absolutely
your choice.
The Art of Motivation
SMART and
and Delegation
Behavioural Objectives
Getting the best out of
people involves using
motivation and effective
delegation. The session
explores individua and
team l motivators and how
to use that knowledge to
develop others through
appropriate delegation.

An essential element of
performance management
requires mangers to be
skilled in accurate
objective setting. In this
session, we develop clear
SMART objectives and
explore the value of
behavioural objectives.

Influencing Others
Essentials

Day to Day Instant
Coaching

The Value of Tricky
Feedback

All roles need us to be
able to influence others.
Here we look at core
styles that others prefer to
take and work out how we
can use our understanding
of others to better
influence them. Good fun
and self developing.

Most team leaders and
line managers probably
have opportunities to
coach people every day.
This session looks at the
value of ‘instant coaching’.
That is coaching at every
appropriate opportunity.
Pragmatic and valuable.

It would be great if people
felt confident in giving
feedback on things they
feel are going to be
difficult or challenging. We
practice factual and
supportive feedback
approaches to help
improve relationships.

Prices are for any event booked, paid for and delivered before June 2020. Prices may vary depending on client needs and location.
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